Crossword 15,465 Set by Goliath

ACROSS
1, 25 Onlooker's dodgy candy, best not served in private (8,9)
5, 9 What's naughty but nice? Say it was me, of course (6,8)
10 Complaint of pain rehashed and rejected (6)
12 Lands in trouble, surrounded by police at winter events (4,5)
13 Cinema's first film basket (5)
14 Grass exercise? (4)
16 One directly affected by USSR in a crisis (7)
19 Notice a port in a storm that should fit (7)
21 What sounds do when turning deaf (4)
24 Very good start, embracing the female principle in competition (5)
25 See 1
27 Leaves party (6)
28 Outline, V-shaped, with rolled edges (8)
29 Silly silly me! I lost rank (6)
30 With others present inside, it's very delicate (8)

DOWN
1 Compiler's agreement, in effect (6)
2 Badger indicator (6)
3 They are paid to put babies finally in their beds (5)
4 Provide a commentary rejecting part of secret arrangement (7)
6 Copper in nude sex dance is not forgiven (9)
7 Hang about – that's pants! (8)
8 You, old girl, with an unruly youngster (8)
11 Emperor partly beats a retreat (4)
15 Month of death is of a certain shape (9)
17 Girl, around age 5, popping up in Sin City (3,5)
18 One detects people bearing gifts? Close Yorkshire's borders! (5,3)
19 A stone gets thrown up in the hurly burly (4)
21 The fins' entanglement (7)
22 Ask for a flower to go with evening wear (6)
23 Trial uncovered work transaction (6)
26 Make up a voice that's united (5)

Copies of How to Sound Clever by Hubert van den Bergh and So You Think You Can Spell by David L. Grambs and Ellen S. Levine, published by A&C Black, will be awarded to the senders of the first three correct entries opened on Wednesday February 15. Entries marked Crossword 15,465 on the envelope, should be sent to Weekend FT, One Southwark Bridge, London SE1 9HL. Solution on February 18.
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